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By Sherry Shahan

August House Publishers, United States, 2005. Hardback. Condition: New. Bilingual. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Add some flare to your counting lessons with Cool Cats Counting.
Donkeys lined up to dance the merengue? Rats in bolero hats? Pigs salsa dancing? And how cool
are those cats anyway? Sherry Shahan and Paula Barragan, the collaborators behind the highly
acclaimed Spicy Hot Colors, team up in a burst of color and rhythm to introduce young readers to
animals and numbers in English and Spanish.Readers can learn a new language while also learning
their numbers, all while being thoroughly engaged thanks to Barragan s beautiful illustrations. With
bold colors and simplistic lines, each number presents a crazy and fun new animal. Shahan s poetic
riffs suggest a variety of rhythms and dances, and Barragan s multimedia illustrations outfit the
animals in vibrant costumes any diva would envy! This rhythmic, Spanish folktale from Latin
America is sure to make readers boogie while also learning how to count with numbers.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication will be worth purchasing. This is for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I discovered this publication from my
dad and i suggested this pdf to find out.
-- Ma cey Cum m er a ta-- Ma cey Cum m er a ta

This is the very best publication i actually have read until now. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am happy to let you know that this is the
very best publication i actually have read in my very own existence and could be he greatest pdf for ever.
-- Dr . Nelda  Schuppe-- Dr . Nelda  Schuppe
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